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       View the full range of products from ASA
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			             "We have worked with ASA for several years, they are a very professional and very experienced company. Their team are not only extremely knowledgeable on all aspects of the travel market, but always very enthusiastic and supportive. Well done ASA for all your hard work and achievements, we look forward to working with you for years to come!"

			             Rafaelle White

			             The Royal Crescent Hotel & Spa

			           

	         			           
			             "I would highly recommend Angela Shanley Associates to both tourists and business partners, as it is  an award-winning company with excellent market expertise. They brilliantly works with both FIT and Groups. "

			             Aziza Yessi

			             The Grand Hotel York

			           

	         			           
			             "Angela Shanley Associates are a pleasure to work with; they understand the needs of their clients as well as the demand of the markets they are booking providing a reliable service with clear communication. We value our partnership with them and look forward to growing business with them for years to come"

			             Rowena MacDonald

			             Sonas Hospitality Ltd

			           

	         			           
			             "The Lancaster Hall Hotel in Central London has been working with Angela Shanley Associates for a number of years. Their approach has always been very professional and they clearly know the travel industry. I have no hesitation in recommending them as a reliable business partner."

			             Uwe Maynard

			             The Lancaster Hall Hotel

			           

	         			           
			             "ASA are amongst our favourite inbound suppliers we work with worldwide.  A strong list of products, exceptional prices and a willingness to find new products requested by our clients. ASA's service to support our needs is second to none in the UK & Ireland.  Great Product, Great people."

			             Spiro J Ellul

			             Global Tourism Exchange (Australia)

			           

	         			           
			             "We love working with the ASA team!.  They are really knowledgeable and have a real focus on the details.  They are also very friendly and polite – such a pleasure to deal with."

			             Joyce Arbuckle

			             The Kingsmills Hotel

			           

	         			           
			             "Our long-term partnership with Angela Shanley Associates is based on - and it is supported by - just a few points: we feel 100% secure with offers we get; we enjoy 100% friendly service and get 100% accurate bills. It is not "we get what we pay for', but "they know what is worth paying for", so we save lots of time and paperwork of unnecessary searches. So simple!"

			             Lev Kipnis

			             Caspi Aviation (Israel)

			           

	         			           
			             "We have worked with ASA for eight years. ASA is  our first choice for group bookings. Saying this, it's important to empathises that the  team is very helpful even when placing small FIT booking.  We will continue to use ASA, they have become an integral partner for our business. We appreciate the professionalism and care given to each and every booking, thank you."

			             Inna Gardiner

			             Journey Boutique (Jersey)
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                              Explore Manchester and the Lake District with ASA
                              
                                Discover Manchester the “capital of the North”, and The Lake District National...                              
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                          Angela Shanley Associates Ltd

                          Registered in England and Wales (01402588)
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London
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Edinburgh
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      Tap a number to call us

              
                      
              Switchboard

              +44 (0)20 7387 8812
            

                      
              FIT Direct

              +44 (0)20 3819 0240
            

                      
              Tailormade

              +44 (0)20 3819 0270
            

                      
              Groups

              +44 (0)20 3819 0250
            

                      
              Accounts

              +44 (0)20 3819 0260
            

                      
              HR

              +44 (0)20 3819 0268
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       Complete the form below to get in touch

       
 
   
     
       
          
            
            Your name *
            Please enter your name
          

       

       
          
            
            Your company name *
            Please enter your company name
          

       

       
          
            
            Your email address *
            Please enter a valid email address
          

       

       
         Choose enquiry type... *
FIT Enquiries & Bookings
Tailor-made FIT Bookings
Group Enquiries & Bookings
Cambria @ ASA
TravelTeam @ ASA
TravelAgenda @ ASA 
Finance
HR Enquiries


         Choose enquiry type *
         Please choose your enquiry type
       


       
         
           
           Your message *
           Please tell us how we can help you.
         

       

       
         

                  Submit Enquiry
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